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Intentions for Protection 
 

“Ask for assistance to absolutely block and deflect any spells,  

castings, or intentions that would block, prevent, distort, or derail  

our mission  from completing its manifestation.” 

— Archangel Michael 

We are blessed to include these Intentions for Protection from an amazing professional, 

teacher, mentor, and dear friend.  

 

Albert Marotta willingly shares this series of affirmations as an aide to align, balance, heal, and 

protect your energy. He refers to this as his “It’s 8:00 somewhere ritual!” 

 

Intention 

I give thanks for all special gifts of guidance, support, protection, faith, assistance, abundance, 

health, compassion, humor, inner peace, hope, love, acceptance, intelligence, and all other 

lessons and gifts. I choose a clear, loving, accepting, heart and mind, free of fear, anger, 

resentment, hurt, guilt, shame, and narcissism. 

 

I thank and call forth the Collective, personal guides, and all Light beings to guard, guide, 

protect, enlighten, and aid. Help me to recognize the right direction in my life and work. Grant 

me clarity, assistance, understanding, wisdom, mental-emotional health, and spiritual 

tranquility. I reject all false mental and emotional self-programming, all negative ego-centered 

energies for ideal balance, heath, and well-being. Dissipate all pain and suffering I’ve caused 

others and myself, past, present, and future. 

 

I thank the Collective and all spiritual beings for their continued protection, assistance, 

guidance, and support in my life and work, past, present, and any future endeavors. I choose to 

aid all who need my services for their highest good. 

 

Seal, Protect, Comfort, and Enlighten 

Seal and protect those dark and low frequency spirits in magnetic shields. Place in triple 

compression chambers, with high frequency violet flames of transformation, the whole of 

creation, all dimensions, and vortexes. Activate those ideal healthful and self-healing DNA 

strands in all life forms. Stabilize, balance, protect and seal the Earth, its elements, all planets, 

their inhabitants, and environments. Disrupt, scramble, transform and purify those pollution 

frequencies in the air, fire, water, soil, and food. 
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Seal, protect, comfort, and enlighten all physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, and psychic 

aspects of those who have been abused through time and dimension: the dying, those in 

physical pain, emotional distress, mental turmoil, or giving into suicidal thoughts – past, 

present, and future. 

 

Seal, protect, comfort, and enlighten all frightened, lost, dis-placed, comatose souls, soul parts, 

and soul fragments; reunite, re-integrate, and guide them into the light. Seal, protect, comfort, 

and enlighten in all dimensions those falsely imprisoned, abducted, their families, and all in 

despair, especially children and orphans. Seal, protect, comfort, and enlighten all clients, family, 

friends, students, and acquaintances – past, present, and future. Guide, guard, protect, comfort 

and assist all in need and suffering, especially those in pre-natal, peri-natal, and newborn 

states. 

 

Seal, protect, comfort, and enlighten all healers and their healing centers. Seal, enlighten and 

transform in highest healing frequencies all dark commanders, their minions, and any 

negatively influenced beings in all dimensions. Seal in high frequency golden flames, transform, 

enlighten, and protect all negatively influenced radicals affecting institutions, social reforms, 

humanitarian projects, scientific research, and human, animal, and ET experimentation. Trans-

form, seal, protect, and enlighten with high frequencies all creators, victims, and participants of 

the dark web. Strengthen, aid, and protect all from natural and man-made disasters. 

 

Enlighten and Protect 

Enlighten and protect all in professional, medical, educational, financial, political, legal, media, 

religious, military, law enforcement and metaphysical realms. Please guard, guide, and assist 

the di-rection and abilities of all clients, their physical, mental, emotional health, and spiritual 

and psychic well-being. I choose to resolve and transform all carryover of misperceptions, hurt, 

anger, fear, resentment, abandonment, misplaced self, guilt, grudges, shame, and regrets for 

my highest good. Expel, eject, reject, disrupt, and transform all negative influences, 

frequencies, and dark residue. Disrupt, strip, and seal those negative vibrations, technology and 

superimposed programming affecting all living being through the highest protective and 

transformational frequencies. 

 

Flood, flush, expel from all connecting cords and negative emotions. Clean, clear, repair, 

protect, restore, and reactivate their highest individual vibrations. Flood and transform all 

hidden, concealed environments housing lost or stolen souls, soul parts, or soul fragments with 

the highest frequencies. Transform all working within and for those concealed environments. 

Unblock, expel, and flood all internal and external dimensions, pathways, and vortexes 

throughout creation. Disrupt and transform all dark and low energy beings, negative emotions, 
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and fears. Help all to achieve a self-forgiving attitude. Dissipate all negative emotions, grudges 

and resentments, self-loathing, deception, hurt, an-ger, mental confusion, and narcissism so 

the true creative self within each emerges with loving self-acceptance, and acceptance of 

others. Thank you. 

 

Guard, Guide, Protect, and Transform 

Detect, attract, recall, transform, restore, and gather all lost or stolen souls, soul parts, or soul 

fragments through time and dimension. Clean, clear, cleanse with highest frequencies. Heal, 

seal, and reintegrate them with their original souls. Make them whole and complete again. 

  

Seal in magnetic shields all rescued souls, soul parts, soul fragments, all transformed 

environmentals, and workers. Place them in triple compression chambers filled with light. May 

they be guard-ed, guided, protected, transformed, reintegrated, reactivated. This I trust.  

Thank you. 

 

I call forth the Collective and all light beings to guide, guard, protect, and assist the physical, 

mental, emotional, spiritual, and psychic levels for my family, friends, and all clients in need. 

Seal all attached and surrounding dark and low frequency beings in magnetic shields. Place 

them in triple compression chambers filled with highest vibrational transformational light in all 

dimensions. 

 

Assist into the light, free of panic and fear, those transitioning this day. I release all negative 

memories, emotions, feelings, and fears from the past and present that are stored in my mind 

and body negatively affecting my physical, mental, and emotional health, and my spiritual and 

psychic wellbeing. I release and redirect all negative emotions to be absorbed, transformed and 

returned as a positive healing energy force and source, transcending time and dimensions, 

achieving an ideal balance of clarity, understanding, wisdom, mental and emotional health, 

tranquility, groundedness, and forgiveness for others and myself. 

 

Strengthen Physical, Mental, Emotional, Spiritual, and Psychic 

I call forth the highest protection from all negative energies and emotions, real or imagined 

from the past, present, or ever, to arrive in the future without affecting me, any people, places, 

things, events, animals, or beings from other dimensions. Protect all abused, war, or suicide 

victims, and all suffering, negatively programmed individuals. Strengthen them physically, 

mentally, emotionally, spiritually, and psychically with the highest protective healing 

frequencies. This I trust. 

 

I call the Collective and all light beings to bring forth the highest transformational protective 

frequencies to seal, guard, guide, protect, assist, enlighten, and transform humanity, its leaders, 
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all dark and low frequency beings for the greatest physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, and 

psychic good of all, now and beyond our physical death. (3x) Amen. 

 

I ask the Collective and all light beings to gather those leaderless, lost, confused, fearful, low 

frequency, hungry, angry, dark spirits roaming the dimensions. Enlighten, transform, protect, 

assist, and lead them into the light. Lovingly direct those souls to recall all negative memories, 

energies, feelings, fears, and emotions affecting themselves and others, past, and present. Let 

those emotions be directed into the light, transformed, and returned as a positive healing 

energy force and source for all affected. We send those souls with love into the light. I thank all 

for their guidance, protection, and assistance yesterday, today, and for tomorrow.  

 

— Albert Marotta, MA, CHT, Transpersonal Hypnotherapist 

 

 
“We offer these organic seeds of truth to be planted 

in the collective consciousness of light.” 

— Archangel Michael 


